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ABSTRACT 

 
This thesis addresses the lot sizing and capacity allocation problem of a pharmaceutical 
company, leader in the sector. The key question to address is: How products should be assigned 
to each production line in order to utilize existing capacity in the best possible way while 
reducing costs?  

Different approaches from the operations management field were investigated, but the 
final method selected was largely driven by the fixed nature of the company’s cost structure. 
This method builds on the idea that by rationalizing the campaign sizes and their allocation 
across its network, the company can reduce its cycle stock, consequently, its investment in 
working capital. To that end, the overall target of this project is to provide the sponsor company 
with a tool that will help support decisions on campaign sizing and network capacity allocation 
based on this idea.  

The tool developed incorporates two optimization modules: the campaign sizing, which 
is based on a Nonlinear Mixed Integer Programming and optimizes the quantities of products to 
be allocated in each workcenter; and the campaign scheduling, which recommends how to 
distribute those products in terms of campaign size and sequence in each line. Sensitivity 
analysis capabilities are embedded in the system for simulating different what-if scenarios, 
while an inventory reporting component provides visualization aid in evaluating outcomes of 
different alternatives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the last decades, changes in the market conditions have imposed new challenges 

to the pharmaceutical industry. Tighter regulatory constraints and the maturity of the 

markets led to lengthy drug approval processes and higher costs for research and 

development. At the same time, the appearance of many substitute drugs in different 

therapeutic areas, along with pressure from governments and insurance organizations 

for more competitive prices, form the new landscape for the industry. In this context, 

resources and management attention that were concentrated almost exclusively in 

R&D, sales and marketing, start to change their focus to supply chain as an opportunity 

to create value through optimization (Shah, 2004). 

Inventory management is a field within the supply chain arena that presents valuable 

opportunities for improvement in the pharmaceutical industry. A recent study by a 

prestigious consulting firm on pharmaceutical operations, reports that the industry 

holds on average 180 days of inventory, versus 60 days average in the consumer goods 

industry (Keeling et al., 2010). According to the same study, if the industry could 

reduce this number to 80-100 days, it would free up to $25 billion in cash flow from 

inventory.  

Our sponsor company is a large multinational, leader of its sector with significant 

investments in R&D. It operates a global manufacturing network consisting of 31 

workcenters (both company-owned and contractors), which incorporates 3 different 

production stages –drug substance, drug product and packaging– involving a total of 

14 different technologies and 42 product families. The combination of manufacturing 

workcenters, production stages, involved technologies, product families and number 

of countries served result to the existence of more than 3,000 distinct SKUs.  

Faced with the forces outlined above, the sponsor company would like to investigate 

the current processes for capacity allocation and batch-sizing, in order to explore ways 

for delivering value through supply chain optimization. The question proposed by the 

firm for this thesis was:  
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How products should be assigned to each production line in order to utilize 

existing capacity in the best possible way while reducing costs?  

Due to network complexity and lack of adequate decision-support tools, assigning 

manufacturing capacity to different products is a challenge for the firm. Currently, 

allocation decisions occur at the product level with limited overview of 

interdependencies across products and workcenters. Managing resources capacity in 

this environment is even more challenging due to hard regulatory constraints. 

Regarding production batch-sizing in the biological pharmaceutical industry, the size of 

the batches is determined according to the manufacturing procedures that would 

result in the best yield, balancing cost components but also quality and technological 

restrictions. However, when planning the production of a given SKU, the company 

usually schedules not only one run (i.e., a single batch), but several continuous runs, 

which in this case is called a campaign.  

Since there is no established methodology for capacity planning, the usual practice 

followed by the firm’s planners has been to maximize the size of the campaigns in 

order to achieve economies of scale in the utilization of highly expensive and 

specialized equipment. This ad-hoc criterion of large campaign-sizing, however, has a 

direct impact in inventory performance. It is not uncommon for some products to have 

excess inventory while others not are being produced on time to supply the next 

manufacturing stage.  

Initially, different approaches were investigated in order to solve the problem, 

including network optimization and standard economic lot sizing. However, due to the 

fixed nature of the costs in this company, the application of these methods had serious 

limitations. The proposed solution aims to rationalize the campaign sizes, decreasing 

cycle stock, and as consequence, the investment in working capital.  

To achieve this objective, two tools were developed. First, the campaign sizing module 

uses Nonlinear Mixed Integer Programming to define the size of the campaigns and 

allocate production within the existent network. The scheduling module then 

recommends how to sequence the order of the manufacturing process for each line, in 
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order to minimize the average inventory in the system. An inventory reporting 

component provides visualization of the different scenarios to support the decision 

process. 

The remaining of the thesis is organized as follows. A literature review is covered in 

Chapter 2, while Chapter 3 presents the development of the model. The results of our 

analysis are described in Chapter 4and the conclusions in Chapter 5. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Two different research streams are discussed in the literature review: network 

optimization and economic lot sizing. Next, we present the insights from our 

investigation in these two areas, followed by some discussion on their applicability.  

2.1 Network Optimization 

According to Chopra & Meindl (2013), there are two types of problems where a 

network optimization approach is a relevant methodology for analysis. First, when a 

company needs to determine the location and capacity of production and distribution 

workcenters, the so-called network design (a long-term decision). Second, when a 

company needs to allocate products (and demand) to existing plants or distribution 

facilities (a short to mid-term decision). The standard approach in both cases is to 

formulate the problem as a profit maximization LP program subject to satisfying 

demand and problem-specific constraints.   

Supply chain network optimization has been discussed extensively in the literature and 

applied in the industry as a way of improving cost performance. Camm et al. (1997) 

describes how P&G used network optimization techniques (integer programming) and 

geographical information system to streamline its supply chain network for North 

American region, from sourcing to distribution. As a result, 20% of the plants were 

closed, and savings of U$200 million pre-tax per year were realized. 

Kallrath (2000) discusses the application of the mixed integer optimization through real 

world problems at BASF Company. In one of these cases, mixed integer linear 

programming was applied in a network optimization problem to determine the optimal 

production schedule for 450 products, manufactured in 27 production stations in 7 

different workcenters. Sousa et al. (2008) present a case study regarding the redesign 

of the global supply chain of a chemical company, structured in two stages, to reduce 

costs. In the first step, the planning model defines production allocation among the 

facilities, campaign map and stock profiles during a year. The second step transforms 

the output of the first stage into detailed production plan to prove the feasibility of the 

solution. 
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Regarding applications in the pharmaceutical industry, Sousa et al. (2011) analyse the 

production planning process of a large pharmaceutical. Mixed integer linear 

programming is used for allocating production to primary (drug substance) and 

secondary (drug product and packing) workcenters with the objective to maximize net 

profit. The cost parameters considered in this study are all assumed constant and 

known and include taxes, unmet demand penalties, transportation and production, 

handling and allocation costs.  

2.2 Lot Sizing 

According to Cachon & Terwiesch (2013), the relationship between capacity utilization 

and production set-ups is very intuitive: since there is no production during set-ups, 

the more time is spent in these tasks, the lower the useful capacity of the resource. 

This has been the main driver in taking product allocation decisions within the sponsor 

company, as mentioned before. However, while large batches are desirable from a 

capacity management perspective, they might result in high inventory levels.  

Assuming that the demand is well-behaved (which actually is the case with most 

pharmaceutical products), the cycle stock is the amount of product that will be 

depleted by baseline demand in the time period between two consecutive batch 

arrivals. In the long run, if the batch size is constant and equal to Q, the average cycle 

stock in the system can be found equal to Q/2. In addition to the cycle stock, the firms 

also hold safety stock to hedge against demand variability, lead time, and lead time 

variability. Safety stock is directly linked to the desired product availability (Chopra & 

Meindl, 2013). The graph below (Figure 2.1) illustrates both types of the inventory. 
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Figure 2.1: Cycle stock and Safety Stock 

 

While planners have little control over the factors that require holding large amounts 

of safety inventory, they do have control over the amount of cycle stock in the system, 

which as already mentioned is directly related to the size of the production batches 

used by the organization. In operations management, the classical approach in 

determining the optimal batch goes back to 1913, when Ford Whitman Harris first 

introduced the economic lot size formula. This formula is the solution to a cost 

minimization problem that balances set-up costs with inventory holding costs for 

deterministic demand. While lot-sizing could be a potential approach to this study, we 

were not able to identify any applications of this approach in the pharmaceutical 

industry over the vast literature in this area. This is probably related to Shah’s (2004) 

observation that “the optimal planning of campaigns within the context of the 

performance of the supply chain as a whole (in particular, trading off the cost and 

inconvenience of changeovers with overall supply chain responsiveness and inventory) 

has not really been studied for this type of industry”.  

2.3 Discussion and our contribution 

As the thesis problem naturally falls under the umbrella of network optimization, this 

has been the first approach followed in our investigation. However, in our attempt to 

identify and quantify the relevant cost parameters for applying this methodology, and 

after several rounds of discussion with the sponsor company, we came into the 

realization that most of the costs involved are fixed in nature. That is, any decision that 

would rearrange production among the existing production network would have very 

little impact, if any, in the firm’s profit and loss statement. The only costs that could 

potentially have an impact on the capacity allocation problem were transportation and 
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taxes. The former involves air shipments of produced quantities from upstream to 

downstream manufacturing facilities; however, it was considered small by the firm 

compared to the accounting cost of inventory. The latter is outside the control of the 

planning organization; yet, it is assumed to have been considered in the initial network 

design decision (as is usually the case).  

The fixed nature of the firm’s production costs –particularly of set-up costs which 

primarily consist of salaries– reduce also the applicability of an economic lot sizing 

approach to our problem.  

Faced with this deadlock in the applicability of established operations management 

methods in the thesis problem, the team started investigating other approaches that 

could potentially have a material impact in the firm’s goal for financial improvement. 

This led to the idea of shifting our attention from profitability to working capital 

optimization. To that end, the relationship between cycle stock (i.e., batch size) and 

working capital investment is straightforward: the smaller the batch sizes are, the 

lower (on average) the size of the inventory account in the firm’s balance sheet (Figure 

2.2).  

 

Figure 2.2: Impact in Cycle Inventory 

 

Therefore, there might be an opportunity to rationalize campaigns size, allowing the 

production network to produce smaller batches –thus, decrease stock– subject to 

network capacity constraints. The challenge, then, is how to develop a model that is 

not driven by a cost minimization goal.  

A suitable approach would be for the model to maximize capacity utilization. Capacity 

is defined as the maximum output a resource can produce, in a given period of time, 

considering ideal conditions. Capacity utilization would be the measure of how much 
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the process actually produces dived by how much it could produce, if running at full 

speed. This indicator can be defined by process or by resource (Cachon and Terwiesch, 

2013).  

In the context of this thesis, a different definition is used. First, we consider as 

utilization all time associated with these tasks: shutdowns, changeovers, and 

production. The capacity utilization is then the ratio of the time used in these tasks 

divided by available time. We do this because we needed a metric to be used in our 

model, the optimization of which would provide campaigns size aligned with the idea 

discussed above. In the remaining of the thesis, the term “capacity utilization” is used 

to refer to this definition. The application of this logic will allow the maximum number 

of production runs until the capacity limit of the work centre is met (up to some pre-

specified level).  

In our work, we followed the basic principles of Operations Research as a methodology 

to solve business problems by harmonizing apparently conflicting goals and bringing 

the optimal solution to the company´s perspective. The first step is formulating the 

problem and collecting the information. During this phase is also important that the 

scope is well defined. The second phase involves the development of a mathematical 

model and a computation algorithm (or tool) for deriving the solutions. The third 

phase is to test the model and refine it accordingly (Hillier & Lieberman, 2005). 

This solution was designed to create a real impact in the company’s balance sheet 

(secondary, in its P&L) on the basis of working capital optimization through inventory 

reduction. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to address this 

type of problem by using a joint working capital-capacity utilization approach.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the methodology used to tackle the problem. The figure below 

illustrates the roadmap with the major deliverables (Figure 3.1). 

 

Figure 3.1: Methodology Roadmap 

 

3.1 Defining the Scope 

Agreeing with the sponsor on the solution approach to the problem has been one of 

the most challenging parts of this thesis. The solution method is directly related to the 

scope definition as different approaches would require different data inputs and 

associated information. Since the initial agreed approach was to model the problem by 

using a network optimization framework, it took several interactions with the sponsor 

company until it became clear to both sides that the fixed nature of the production 

costs does not favour such an approach. In addition, the unavailability of some 

sensitive cost information (due to confidentiality issues) would not facilitate the 

validation of any model developed for this purpose.  

It took us a while until we proposed to the sponsor company the idea outlined in the 

literature review, which has mainly been motivated by the firm’s strategic goal to 

improve inventory-related KPIs and build relevant excellence until year 2020. At the 

same time, it was realized that the prevalent practice within the company regarding 

capacity allocation decisions has been to maximize the size of the batches, in the fear 

that smaller batches would impact the firm’s capacity to meet projected demand 

figures. Nevertheless, this practice often resulted to situations of holding excess 

inventory for some products, while being short for others. Since there was no tool or 
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methodology in place to allocate capacity in a systematic way, the second challenge 

and opportunity for the thesis has been to transform our idea into a rigorous –though 

easy-to-use tool– that would replace the traditional ad hoc practices followed by the 

firm’s planners. Figure 3.2 shows the change in the approach as it was communicated 

to the sponsor before being finally approved and elaborated. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Summary of Solution Approaches 

 

Having agreed with the solution approach, the next step was to finalize the scope.  As 

the complexity of involving the global network was beyond the possibilities of the 

thesis project (due to time and data limitations), it was agreed that to reduce the 

scope of this study, by focusing on the drug substance process for five product 

families. This stage is responsible for manufacturing the active ingredient and is the 

most important economically, while presenting the biggest challenges in terms of 

capacity allocation. Revisiting Shah (2004), “needless to say, this node of operation 

does not lend itself well to responsiveness, and significantly contributes to some of the 

poor supply chain metrics exhibited by this industry.”  

The five product families chosen are multi-sourced SKUs, meaning that they could be 

produced at least in two different workcenters. However, as other single-sourced 

products may also be produced in these workcenters, this is also taken into account in 

developing our model. The product families and technology chosen were 

representative for the company both in sales as in medical relevance, characterizing 
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the products as strategic and core. In order to account for the regulatory constraints, it 

was decided that the demand should be divided in five regional clusters: United States, 

European Union, China, Brazil, Japan and ROW (rest of the world). Figure 3.3 

summarizes the complete network and the selected scope. 

 

Figure 3.3: Selected Scope 

 

3.2 Data Analysis 

Data collection and analysis were done in parallel with the scope discussions. The 

diagram below (Figure 3.4) shows the data provided and the level of detail, and how 

each input file relates to the thesis deliverables.  
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Figure 3.4: Data Diagram 

 

3.3 The Model 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the framework used for developing our model.  

 

Figure 3.5: Model Development Framework 
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The goal has been to develop an optimization tool composed of 3 major modules: 

1. Campaign Sizing: optimization model that recommends how many runs of each 

product should be allocated in which work centre, according to the resource 

availability, regulatory, capacity and demand constrains.  

2. Campaign Scheduling: the number of runs and resource allocation 

recommended in the optimization are translated into a detailed production 

scheduling, where the order between the manufacturing of different items can 

be simulated, giving an overview of production in all the work centres.  

3. Inventory Report: this spreadsheet plots both the demand and the optimized 

production, providing the view of beginning, average and maximum inventory. 

A second scenario is provided, communicating to the company what would be 

the impact in the inventory if the production of the next stage was smoothed. 

Each of the three main steps of the optimization are presented in detail in the sections 

that follow.  

3.3.1 Campaign Sizing – Mathematical Model 

This tool aims to maximize the capacity utilization of different work centres, as 

mentioned. The company will indicate a limit in percentage for capacity utilization, as 

well as the minimum of runs per type of drug substance, due to technical restrictions. 

Based on these inputs, the model will allow the maximum number of campaigns 

limited to the parameters indicated.  

This Nonlinear MIP model is subject to several constraints that not only assure its 

functionality, but also incorporate the real-world limitations that the sponsoring 

company has. The regulatory constraints consider where some products cannot be 

produced due to authority regulations or internal strategic reasons. Another 

constraints taken into consideration is the capacity for each work centre, given in 

weeks, supply all the demand and the minimum of changeovers.   

The Indices (Table 3.1), Variables (Table 3.2) and Parameters (Table 3.3) of the 

optimization model are presented in the next tables, to state later the objective 

function and the constraints that this model is subjected to. 
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Indices   

I Multi-source product in DS workcenters (API) i=[1,…,I] 

J Single-source product in DS workcenters (API) j=[1,…,J] 

R End customers (clusters of countries) r=[1,…,R] 

K DS workcenters r=[k,…,K] 

Table 3.1: Indices of the mathematical model 

 

 

Variables  Units 

𝑋  Volume of multi-sourced product i produced in workcenter k 

for customer r 

KGs 

𝑌  1 if total number of runs of product i in workcenter k is 0; 0 if 

total number of runs of product i in workcenter k is more than 

0 (variables needed for calculating the total number of 

campaigns) 

1 or 0 

𝑈  1 if no multi-source product i in workcenter k; 0 otherwise 

(variables needed for calculating the total number of 

campaigns) 

1 or 0 

𝑉  1 if no single-source product j in workcenter k; 0 otherwise 

(variables needed for calculating the total number of 

campaigns) 

1 or 0 

𝑁  Number of changeovers (and, therefore, campaigns) of multi-

source product i in DS workcenter k 

- 

𝑀  Number of changeovers (and, therefore, campaigns) of single-

source product j in DS workcenter k 

- 

Table 3.2: Decision Variables of the mathematical model 

Parameters  Units 

𝐶𝐴𝑃  Production capacity in DS workcenter k Weeks 

𝑉𝑂𝐿  Baseline volume (budget file) of product I for customer r  KGs 

𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻  KGs of product i per run in workcenter k (OP assumption) KGs/run 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘  Runs of product I per week in workcenter k Runs/week 
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𝐶𝐻𝑂  Time of a changeover in DS workcenter k Weeks 

𝑀&𝑆  Maintenance and shutdowns of DS workcenter k Weeks 

𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙  Maximum capacity utilization of DS workcenter k % 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛  Minimum number of runs per campaign for product i Runs 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛  Minimum number of runs per campaign for product j Runs 

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑  Volume in weeks of the baseline of single-source product j 

produced in workcenter k 

Weeks 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑  Volume in runs of the baseline of single-source product j 

produced in workcenter k 

Runs 

𝑍  1.000.0000 (big number) if product i for customer r can be 

produced in workcenter k according to regulations; 0 

otherwise 

1.000.000 or 

0 

Table 3.3: Parameters of the mathematical model 

Objective function:  

Maximize (z) =  

𝑀&𝑆

∈

+ 

Time in weeks used in maintenance and 
shutdowns (as it is a constant, it can be deleted 
in the model, but it is presented because was 
included in the prototype in excel). 
 

(𝑁 ∗ 𝐶𝐻𝑂 )

∈∈

+ 
Time in weeks consumed in the changeovers 
(always a new campaign of other product starts 
to be produced). 

𝑋

(𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘 )
+

∈∈∈

 Time in weeks used in producing the drugs. 

𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

∈

 

Baseload or time consumed to produce the 
single-source products (as it is a constant, it can 
be deleted in the model, but it is presented 
because it has been included in the prototype in 
excel). 

 

The capacity is measured in weeks. The constraints of this model are stated below with 

further explanation (Table 3.4): 
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Subject to: 

𝑀&𝑆 + (𝑁 ∗ 𝐶𝐻𝑂 )

∈

+ 

𝑋

(𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘 )
∈∈

+ 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

≤ 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙 ∗ 𝐶𝐴𝑃  

∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾  (1) Available capacity of 
DS workcenters (in weeks) 

(𝑋 )

∈

 =  𝑉𝑂𝐿  ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 
 (2) Baseline demand 
fulfillment of DS of each 
product for each customer 

𝑋 ≤ 𝑍  
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾,   

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 

 (3) Regulatory 
constraints of the different 
clusters 

𝑋

𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻
≤ 10.000 ∗ (1 −

∈

𝑌 ) 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (4) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns and 
changeovers (multi-source) 

𝑋

𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻
≥ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛 ∗ (1 −

∈

𝑌 ) 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (5) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (multi-
source) 

𝑋

𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻
≤ 10.000 ∗ (1 −

∈

𝑈 ) 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

(6) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (multi-
source) 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 ≤ 10.000 ∗ (1 − 𝑉 ) 
∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (7) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (single-
source) 

𝑋

𝐵𝐴𝑇𝐶𝐻
≥ (1 −

∈

𝑈 ) 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (8) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (multi-
source) 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 ≥ (1 − 𝑉 ) 
∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (9) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (single-
source) 

∑ ∈

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛
≥ 𝑁  

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (10) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (multi-
source) 

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑢𝑛
≥ 𝑀  

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (11) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (single-
source) 
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(1 − 𝑈 ) ≤ 𝑁  
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (12) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns 
(multi-source) 

1 − 𝑉 ≤ 𝑀  
∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽,  

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 

 (13) Needed to calculate 
the # of campaigns (single-
source) 

𝑋 , 𝑁 , 𝑌 , 𝑀 , 𝑈 , 𝑉 ≥ 0 

∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 

𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 

 (14) Non-negativity 
constraints 

𝑌  , 𝑈 , 𝑉 = 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽  (15) Binary constraints 

𝑁  , 𝑀 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 

𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽  (16) Integer constraints 

Table 3.4: Constraints of the mathematical model 

Many constraints in the model are needed to calculate the number of campaigns and 

changeovers: (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), making difference between 

the multi-source and single-source products. 

The relations of the workcenters, products and clusters of customers with the indices 

used in the excel prototype according to the scope discussed with the sponsor 

company are presented in the following tables: 

DS workcenters k=[1,…,K] 
Work center1 1 
Work center 2 2 
Work center 3 3 
Work center4 4 
Work center 5 5 
Work center 6 6 
Work center 8 7 
Work center 9 8 

Table 3.5: Indices of the DS workcenters 

Drug Substances (API) Type of source i=[1,…,I] 

Product 1 Multi 1 
Product 2 Multi 2 
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Product 3 Multi 3 
Product 4 Multi 4 
Product 5 Multi 5 
Product 6 Multi 6 
Product 7 Multi 7 

Table 3.6: Indices of the multi-source products (Drug Substances) 

Drug Substances (API) Type of source j=[1,…,J] 

Product 8 Single 1 
Product 9 Single 2 
Product 10 Single 3 
Product 11 Single 4 
Product 12 Single 5 
Product 13 Single 6 
Product 14 Single 7 

Table 3.7: Indices of the single-source products (Drug Substances) 

End Customers r=[1,…,R] 
Region 1 1 
Region 2 2 
Region 3 3 
Region 4 4 
Region 5 5 
Region 6 6 

Table 3.8: Indices of the end customers (regions or clusters) 

The mathematical model can be extended to more workcenters, products and regions, 

as previously mentioned.  The difference would be that the number of indices would 

be higher, but the formulation would be the same.  

3.3.2 Campaign Sizing – The Tool 

The campaign sizing tool was built using Excel Open Solver – it is an add-in for Excel 

solver that allows including more constrains and decision variables than the standard 

version. Since it is free of charge, it is accessible to any employee in the sponsor 

company. It is also open, so users can understand the logic behind the solution, 

facilitating training and updating. 
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In the next paragraphs, some important points of the campaign sizing tool will be 

shown in order to give an overall idea of the usability of the model.  

The following information should be input by the company to run the model: 

 The quantity of weeks that one changeover takes. 

 Shutdowns due to planned maintenance, holidays, etc. 

 The weeks that are going to be consumed in producing fixed sourced SKUs. 

 The capacity available in weeks. 

 Minimum of runs per week allowed for each drug substance. 

 

Figure 3.6: Campaign Sizing – Input Information 

 

Figure 3.7 shows how the baseline demand for drug substance 1 is allocated to 

different work centers for production. The big number 100000000 accounts for the 

regulatory constraints, assuring that the demand for a given country is manufactured 

in a resource that is approved for this specific market, according to the mathematical 

model. Other constraints are capacity, time availability in hours, maximum capacity 

utilization allowed per workcenter and minimum runs per product.  

 



 

Figure 3.7: Campaign 

 

The results summary details how many kilos are being produced by work center and 

how many weeks are going to be spent in changeovers and production, to give the 

capacity utilization in weeks and in percentage.

 

Figure 

 

3.3.2 Campaign Scheduling

Once the optimization process already assigned the drug substance production to the 

respective workcenters, the goal of the scheduling tool is to sequence the 

manufacturing process, intercalating the campaigns of different products in the 

designated work centers, to minimize average inventory. 

business assumptions involving the dec

begin a campaign, this aims to be a simulator where the planner can check what is the 

impact of sequencing decisions, as well as when to allocate the shutdowns and how 

many campaigns to run consecutively in the 

be randomly chosen, and it can be easily changed by dragging down the options
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: Campaign Sizing – Production Allocation in Resources

details how many kilos are being produced by work center and 

how many weeks are going to be spent in changeovers and production, to give the 

in weeks and in percentage. 

Figure 3.8: Campaign Sizing – Results Summary 

g 

Once the optimization process already assigned the drug substance production to the 

, the goal of the scheduling tool is to sequence the 

manufacturing process, intercalating the campaigns of different products in the 

designated work centers, to minimize average inventory. Since there are many 

business assumptions involving the decisions of when to place a shutdown

begin a campaign, this aims to be a simulator where the planner can check what is the 

impact of sequencing decisions, as well as when to allocate the shutdowns and how 

many campaigns to run consecutively in the inventory. The first production order will 

be randomly chosen, and it can be easily changed by dragging down the options

 

Production Allocation in Resources 

details how many kilos are being produced by work center and 

how many weeks are going to be spent in changeovers and production, to give the 

 

Once the optimization process already assigned the drug substance production to the 

, the goal of the scheduling tool is to sequence the 

manufacturing process, intercalating the campaigns of different products in the 

Since there are many 

isions of when to place a shutdown or when to 

begin a campaign, this aims to be a simulator where the planner can check what is the 

impact of sequencing decisions, as well as when to allocate the shutdowns and how 

inventory. The first production order will 

be randomly chosen, and it can be easily changed by dragging down the options, and 
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the average inventory comparison – optimized plan versus baseline, will be 

instantaneously updated. 

Another option developed to facilitate the use of the tool was a macro, using VBA 

language, to run different combinations of production orders and to output the best 

solution found, in terms of minimum average cycle inventory over the year. This macro 

is activated clicking in the button “Run Macro” showed in the figure below (Figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.9: Campaign Scheduling – Order Sequencing 

Considering that different drugs can be assigned for each work center, the number of 

all the possible combinations is too high: the model has in total more than 597 million 

combinations according to the formulation below.  

6! ∗  4! ∗  2! ∗  4! ∗  5! ∗  2! ∗  3! ∗  2!  =  597.196.800 

Regarding the fact that the tool utilized is the Excel, we compute the number of 

combinations the macro could run per minute and we realized that it would be 

impossible to do it in a plausible timeline. The solution found it was to run the 

optimization for each work center separately, finding the local solution. The global 

solution considered it is the one with all the local solutions selected, and the final 

combination chosen is automatically updated in the “Decision variable” Sheet. To 

better understand the logic and the code, the macro is well explained in the Appendix 

II and in the user guide as well.  



 

After sequencing the manufacturing process, a production plan will be available by 

line, with colors representing the different drug substance production, and the white 

intervals referring to shutdowns or changeover activities, accordi

below. In this case, the changeovers were concentrated in the begging of the year. 

Figure 3.10: Campaign Scheduling 

A different view by drug 

versus the optimized version. 

Figure 

 

3.3.3 Inventory Report 

The inventory report will compare three different scenarios: current plan, optimized 

recommendation, and a third one, where the production of the next echelon 

drug product, is smoothed, and then impacting in reducing even more the drug 

substance inventory. Four inventory

as showed below in Figure 3.12
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After sequencing the manufacturing process, a production plan will be available by 

line, with colors representing the different drug substance production, and the white 

intervals referring to shutdowns or changeover activities, according to the figure 

below. In this case, the changeovers were concentrated in the begging of the year. 

: Campaign Scheduling – Production Plan View per Work Centre

A different view by drug substance is also available, comparing the baseline plan 

versus the optimized version.  

Figure 3.11: Production Drug Substance 1 

will compare three different scenarios: current plan, optimized 

recommendation, and a third one, where the production of the next echelon 

drug product, is smoothed, and then impacting in reducing even more the drug 

substance inventory. Four inventory indicators measure the performance of each plan, 

Figure 3.12. 

After sequencing the manufacturing process, a production plan will be available by 

line, with colors representing the different drug substance production, and the white 

ng to the figure 

below. In this case, the changeovers were concentrated in the begging of the year.  

 

Production Plan View per Work Centre 

, comparing the baseline plan 

 

will compare three different scenarios: current plan, optimized 

recommendation, and a third one, where the production of the next echelon – the 

drug product, is smoothed, and then impacting in reducing even more the drug 

indicators measure the performance of each plan, 
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Figure 3.12: Results Summary for Drug Substance 1 

 

The results are compiled and displayed comparing the average, beginning and 

maximum inventory in the current plan and in the optimized version. A planning 

analysis states that the plan is unfeasible if at some point in time within the 12-month 

period there is a negative stock level, and there is no enough product to supply the 

drug product manufacturing. If the plan is consuming the smoothing reserve it is 

consuming beyond the cycle inventory, but not all the inventory available, and if the 

plan is ok it is supplying all the demand. It is possible to check if the optimization by 

itself has converted unfeasible plan into feasible (Figure 3.13). 

 

Figure 3.13: Results Summary 
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3.4 The Process 

During the discussions on how to use the model, it was noticed that currently the 

planners are distributed in more than one office. Divided by product type –drug 

substance, drug product or finish goods, and product families– planners have to 

schedule production in common machines, which makes the allocation even more 

challenging. The company has already realized that and has created the role of drug 

substance and drug product business partner. This single point of contact for each 

product type would be in charge of process improvements, taking advantage of the 

synergies of the planning process.  

The business partner for drug substance was actively participating in the development 

of this model, and our recommendation is that, after the implementation, this person 

to be in charge of consolidating all the information needed and run the model 

periodically. By centralizing this task, the planner can realize synergy opportunities for 

different drug substance that share the same resources that could not be realized 

when making a decentralized plan. Our recommendation is that it is run once a year, to 

create the plan for the next twelve months, and then quarterly, to react to changes in 

the demand or sourcing scenarios. To facilitate training and the expansion of the 

model to drug product type of product, a detailed guide about the tool was created, as 

detailed in the Appendix. 
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4. RESULTS 

Running the optimization, it is possible to evaluate the results in inventory and 

production plan by product or in an aggregated level, as described in the previous 

chapter. The tool is very easy to use and adaptable to changes making it possible 

different what-if analysis. Considering this capability of the model we analyzed three 

different scenarios and their respective results. The parameters for each scenario are 

shown in the table below, and are going to be detailed in the next sessions: 

Parameters 1st Scenario 2nd Scenario 3rd Scenario 
DP Production Plan As It Is Smoothing As It Is 
DS Demand As It Is As It Is According to DP 
Minimum runs/campaign 5 5 5 
Maximum Utilization/work center 97% 97% 97% 

Table 4.1: Parameters of each scenario 

The first scenarios included parameters that were closer to the current business 

practices. The other scenarios are presenting two different ways to get closer to a 

multi-echelon approach by smoothing the drug product production for the second 

approach (explained in the section 4.2), and by changing the drug substance demand 

according to the drug product production and beginning inventory (explained in the 

section 4.3). 

4.1 First Scenario 

The first scenario is considering has the following detailed considerations for the 

optimized view: 

 The actual drug product planning production was considered exactly as it is, which 

means same quantity produced by product and work center in the same starting 

date. 

 The drug substance demand per drug and per cluster was considered as it is; 

 Existing regulatory constraints according to the country the demand is going to 

supply, as detailed in the mathematical model; 
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 The minimum number of runs per campaigns was considered as 5, which is the 

actual production planning practice; 

 The maximum capacity utilization of each line was limited to 97%; 

 The order of production was chosen in order to minimize the average inventory; 

 The shutdown date decision was considered as the first months of the year for all 

work centers, since the model showed that there was enough cycle inventory to 

supply the demand during this period; 

 4 weeks of shutdown were considered for all work centers, excluding the resource 

2, that is going to be close for 20 weeks; 

 Changeovers of 7 days for all work centers in exception of resource 3 that does not 

need any day for changeover. 

The main finding of the analysis is that the current production plans were not feasible 

for some of the drug substances – it means that keeping the initial inventory reported 

by the firm at the beginning of the year and considering production for drug substance 

and consumption for drug product, there would be a point when there would be 

negative levels of stock. In reality, the production of the drug would have to be 

postponed. In the example below, of drug substance 1 (Figure 4.1), the plan was 

unfeasible from October to December. However, only by running the optimization, 

changing size and timing of campaigns, the inventory projection achieved positive level 

throughout the year. The graph below compares the inventory projected with current 

production plan versus the optimized option.  

 

Figure 4.1: Inventory Comparison Drug Substance 1 
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Comparing both production plans, it is possible to see that the optimized plan is 

smoother over the year than the current plan, which is concentrated in the end of the 

year, according to the graph below (Figure 4.2). 

 

Figure 4.2: Production Drug Substance 1 

The production plan also shows some differences for drug substance 1. While in the 

current plan the production is distributed in three different workcenters with 

concentrated campaigns, the optimized plan focused the manufacturing process in two 

work centers, but this distribution allowed to divide the production in work center 7 

the drug in 6 different campaigns (Figure 4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3: Production Plan Drug Substance 1 

Another main finding with our model was the impact in decreasing the inventory. In 

the case of drug substance 4, the plan was already feasible during the year. Then, with 

the optimization, a decline on average inventory of 21% in comparison with the 

baseline could be observed, according to the graphic below (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4: Inventory Comparison Drug Substance 4 

Another example is the case of Drug 10, for which the number of campaigns increased 

from 2 to 9 comparing the actual plan with the optimized, as we can see in the 

production plan below (Figure 4.5). 

 

Figure 4.5: Production Plan Drug Substance 10 

The result of this change in the number of campaigns is shown in the inventory graph 

in Figure 4.6: a decrease of 20% on the average inventory over the year. 

 

Figure 4.6: Inventory Comparison Drug Substance 10 

The final scheduling result for this Scenario can be seen in Figure 4.7, from which it is 

possible to infer that the drugs are being produced in very small batches.  
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Figure 4.7: Production Plan by Work center 

In summary, considering all product families in the scope, a decrease of 12,8% in the 

total average cycle inventory and 11,5% in maximum inventory could be achieved by 

the optimization (Table 4.2). In addition to that, the plan for drug substance 1, which 

as presenting negative stock levels became feasible. 

Inventory 
Performance 

Average 
Inventory 

Maximum 
Inventory 

Planning Analysis 
Baseline 

Planning Analysis 
Optimized 

Drug 1 -37,0% -30,1% Unfeasible  Smoothing Reserve  
Drug 2 3,4% 0,0% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 3 -29,2% -1,5% Unfeasible  Unfeasible  
Drug 4 -21,4% -25,8% Smoothing Reserve  Smoothing Reserve  
Drug 5 -4,9% -5,8% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 6 -11,3% -14,4% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 7 3,0% -4,7% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 8 30,2% 10,1% Smoothing Reserve Plan Ok 
Drug 9 -15,8% -12,0% Plan Ok Plan Ok 

Drug 10 -20,8% -6,2% Plan Ok Plan Ok 
Total -12,8% -11,5% 

  

Table 4.2: Inventory Comparison and planning analysis for both scenarios for all the products 

 

4.2 Second Scenario 

The second scenario has the same considerations as the first one, been the only 

change the drug product production plan. The total quantities and the starting date of 

manufacturing process remain the same, but the production is smoothed, which 

means that all drug product campaigns will have the same quantity per drug 

(measured in kilos). The two graphs below show the difference between the actual 

drug product production plan and the new production plan for a specific drug. 
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Figure 4.8: Current Drug Substance Production Plan 

 

Figure 4.9: Revised Drug Substance Production Plan 

The main finding of this approach is that, with the same drug substance decisions as 

the previous scenario, there is a bigger impact in inventory decrease just reducing the 

variability of drug product production, as showed in the inventory graph below. 

 

Figure 4.10: Inventory Comparison Total (all the products together) 
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The summary result per drug in showed in the table below, with a reduction in the 

average cycle inventory of 23,8%, and 12,2% in the maximum inventory (Table 4.3). 

 

This second simulation was done to show to the sponsor company the impact of a 

multi-echelon approach, and which results could be achieved in terms of inventory 

reduction. This scenario considers that there is no lead time between the first and 

second nodes, as well as that the safety inventory is sufficient to deal with 

uncertainties in demand and lead time. It is not a decision that could be easily 

implemented, since there are some restrictions in the capacity of the drug substance 

workcenters that could make this plan not applicable. However, quantifying what 

would be the results is a good exercise to demonstrate to the company stakeholders 

the importance of planning both drug substance and drug product in a more 

coordinated way.  

4.3 Third Scenario 

The third scenario has the same considerations as the first one, been the only change 

the drug substance demand. After the first two analyses we realized that some plans 

were still unfeasible and also some other drugs were producing more stock than the 

necessary to supply all the demand of the drug product workcenters.  

Consequently, following the multi-echelon approach, and trying to align both 

productions, we recalculated the new demand to be produced for the drug substance 

Inventory 
Performance 

Average 
Inventory 

Maximum 
Inventory 

Planning Analysis 
Baseline 

Planning Analysis 
Optimized 

Drug 1 -51,3% -30,1% Unfeasible  Smoothing Reserve  
Drug 2 -5,5% 0,0% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 3 -36,7% 5,3% Unfeasible  Unfeasible  
Drug 4 -33,9% -25,8% Smoothing Reserve  Smoothing Reserve  
Drug 5 -15,0% -5,8% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 6 -23,7% -14,5% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  
Drug 7 -15,9% -18,9% Plan Ok  Smoothing Reserve  
Drug 8 30,8% 9,8% Smoothing Reserve Plan Ok 
Drug 9 -24,6% -15,8% Plan Ok  Plan Ok  

Drug 10 -27,9% -6,2% Plan Ok  Smoothing Reserve  
Total -23,8% -12,2% 

  
Table 4.3:Summary of Inventory Performance 
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considering the drug product demand and the drug substance beginning cycle 

inventory on the first day of the year. Basically, the calculation was: 

𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐷𝑆 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 =  𝐷𝑃 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 –  𝐷𝑆 𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 

In total, the optimal DS demand is reduced by 16,6% compared with the baseline 

demand, and the comparison between the baseline drug substance demand and the 

new optimal demand is demonstrated per drug in Figure 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.11: Optimal DS Production in KGs for both scenarios (baseline and optimized) for each 

product 

After running the models with the new quantities and all analyses, we could find that 

all plans were feasible and also a reduction of 19,1% on average cycle inventory over 

the year and of 18,3% in maximum inventory (Table 4.4).  

Inventory 
Performance 

Average 
Inventory 

Maximum 
Inventory 

Planning Analysis 
Baseline 

Planning Analysis 
Optimized 

Drug 1 18,1% -13,3% Unfeasible Plan Ok 
Drug 2 -8,7% 0,0% Plan Ok Plan Ok 
Drug 3 2,9% -2,2% Unfeasible Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 4 -9,9% -22,7% Smoothing Reserve Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 5 -31,5% -28,9% Plan Ok Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 6 -31,9% -14,5% Plan Ok Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 7 -28,5% -28,7% Plan Ok Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 8 -13,3% -22,0% Smoothing Reserve Smoothing Reserve 
Drug 9 -26,4% -25,8% Plan Ok Plan Ok 

Drug 10 -26,7% -22,1% Plan Ok Smoothing Reserve 
Total -19,1% -18,3% 

  

Table 4.4: Comparison of Inventory and planning analysis for both scenarios 
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It is important to mention that to apply this scenario there are some considerations 

that should be taken into account for the calculation of this new optimal drug 

substance demand. We should alert that we are not considering here some business 

decisions and some realities that are out of scope, like for example, one drug that is 

being produced for extra tests or some different reasons that are making the planners 

produce more than what a multi-echelon approach would suggest.  

4.4 Limitations and future research 

During the development of the thesis some clear limitations for the implementation of 

the model were found as well as the next steps for the continuity of this work. 

First of all, without guaranteeing that the right amount of safety stock is in place, this 

approach might be risky. Another important limitation is about the multi-echelon 

approach that shows clear benefits at the cycle stock level, implying a potential 

direction for further improvement.  

However, before optimizing cycle stock decisions related to which stage, what should 

be the promised lead time and others planning parameters shall first be addressed. To 

that end, the company has investigated through a separate thesis optimal ways for 

setting the planning parameters.  

We believe that a future research that would combine the valuable insights from both 

projects in a unified multi-echelon planning project would be highly beneficial for the 

organization. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The optimization model developed will allow the firm to improve the planning process, 

having a clear view of the impact of sourcing decisions in inventory and in the 

feasibility of their production plans. The campaign sizing tool provides the working-

capital-optimal decision in terms of allocation of resources and quantity of runs that 

need to be performed. The campaign scheduling tool allows the firm to develop a 

detailed production plan, while the inventory report component facilitates the 

comparison of alternative plans through the use of dashboards and summary tables.  

The unavailability of an organization-wide methodology and tools which has led to the 

application of ad-hoc rules, can now be substituted by a sophisticated – yet simple– 

approach for taking capacity allocation decisions in a systematic way.  And the results 

brought when comparing the scenarios with and without the optimization are really 

expressive: a reduction of 12,8% in the average inventory only by rationalizing the 

campaign sizing and scheduling, 23,8% when smoothing the drug substance 

production and 19,1% when changing the drug substance production according to the 

drug product demand. 

During the presentation of our work to the sponsor firm, some interesting debate on 

the model assumptions and functionalities were raised. Besides the scenarios that 

combine the optimization with the multi-echelon approach presented the best result 

in terms of inventory decrease, it was mentioned that they would focus on the 

implementation of the drug substance optimization itself. This decision was based on 

the concern that drug product production capacity had to be analysed deeper in order 

to pursue the second scenario of smoothing the drug substance production. The third 

scenario, when the drug substance quantities are substituted according to the drug 

product quantities, was not considered for testing as well. It was mentioned that some 

other business assumptions had to be considered before changing the quantities in the 

drug substance production, as availability of a given product for internal tests for 

example.  

Even not considering the multi-echelon approach for testing, only to have the clear 

view of the impact that the coordinate planning would have in the inventory account 
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in the Balance Sheet, and secondary in the P&L, will contribute with some valuable 

insights within the company. Hence, the stakeholders showed deep interest and 

decided to test the first scenario approach right away. 

Many different aspects of the project were thought to make implementation easier 

and faster. The development of the model in Excel, using Open Solver is a benefit for 

the company, since it is accessible for any employee and can be easily adapted to 

changes in business assumptions. The tools were developed using as database reports 

that are according to the company standards, to facilitate their further use. The 

standard procedure, with detailed explanation about the model assumptions and 

formulas was develop not only to speed up implementation but assure that new 

people can be easily trained, guaranteeing the process continuity, as well as the 

extension of the model to the next node – drug substance production. 

It is important to emphasize that the methodology and tools develop does not only 

serve as a base to the planning process. The tool can also be used to simulate different 

what-if scenarios considering different types of projects – temporarily shutdown of a 

work center, closing a plant, adding more capacity to a resource or getting new 

regulatory approvals for a site. It will be able to calculate the impact in the current 

resources and quickly answer important questions as: are we going to be able to 

supply all the demand, what would be the resource utilization in this case and how 

much of cycle inventory would be generated. 

The model was developed to support the planning decisions with different dimensions: 

day by day operations or projects, short or medium terms, using the scientific 

approach to create a robust solution, with immediate applicability. The results shown 

and the decision to proceed with the tests confirm that it is possible to make a real 

impact when business decisions are aligned with the right academic approach. 
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APPENDIX: User Guide 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This user guide explains the tool used for the prototype of the optimization model 

created in the thesis “Network Capacity Planning” and how to use this tool to run the 

model including details of the inputs used, their sources and the provided outputs. The 

optimization model has two main modules. The first one is the Campaign Sizing Excel 

that contains the campaign sizing (details in chapter 5) and has been developed in an 

open tool called OpenSolver, accessible to everybody, easy to use and flexible for 

introducing changes. The chapter 2 of this guide includes more details about this tool. 

The second module is the Scheduling and Inventory Report Excel explained in chapter 6 

that contains the campaign scheduling and the report of all the results. Apart from this 

2 modules built in excel there are 2 excels files more needed as input data of the 2 

modules: the Data Analysis excel (chapter 3) and the Daily Baseline Production excel 

(chapter 4). The four excels explained in this user guide need to be in the same folder 

of the user but they do not need to be open at the same time to make the tool run. 

In the following picture there is a scheme of the sponsor company’s files (the six in the 

left) used for each of the excels created in the thesis (in the left) together with their 

connections: 
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The sponsor company’s files and their information will be reviewed in detail in each of 

the chapters described in this user guide. 

2. OPENSOLVER – TOOL DESCRIPTION: 

OpenSolver is the Open Source linear, integer and non-linear optimizer for Microsoft 

Excel. It is an Excel VBA add-in that extends Excel’s built-in Solver with more powerful 

solvers. OpenSolver provides the following features (Reference: 

https://opensolver.org): 

 Range of solvers for use in Excel to quickly solve large Linear and Integer problems. 

 Compatible with the existing Solver models, no need to change your spreadsheets. 

 No artificial limits on the size of problem you can solve. 

 OpenSolver is a free, open source software. 

 

OpenSolver (orange square in the picture above) is an extension of Solver (blue square 

in the picture above). Solver is the Microsoft Excel add-in program for what-if analysis. 

Solver can be used to find an optimal (maximum or minimum) value for a formula in 

one cell — called the objective cell — subject to constraints, or limits, on the values of 

other formula cells on a worksheet. Solver works with a group of cells, called decision 

variables or simply variable cells that are used in computing the formulas in the 

objective and constraint cells. Solver adjusts the values in the decision variable cells to 

satisfy the limits on constraint cells and produce the result you want for the objective 

cell. Putting simply, Solver can be used to determine the maximum or minimum value 

of one cell by changing other cells. 

The tool can be downloaded in the official web work center: https://opensolver.org, in 

the section of Download & Install as indicated in the following picture: 
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There are several versions, it is important to download the advanced and not the linear 

one, as indicated inside the green square in the following screenshot of the website: 

 

Clicking in “Open Solver Source Forge”, a page with different versions to download 

appears and the version used in the thesis is: OpenSolver2.8.6 AdvancedWin.zip. The 

version for Mac is also available. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS EXCEL: 

Several inputs need some transformation before being introduced in the Campaign 

Sizing excel. This section explains with details from which files the input come and 

what kind of calculation or transformation has been made to have the inputs in the 

desired way. All the input data are presented in the Data Analysis excel. There are 

several sheets: 

 “T0 Raw”: data from the company’s excel file “Total Production Volume for DP, 

DS and FG” but adding some columns to make the following calculations:  

 

- Countries are grouped in 6 regions or clusters: Region 1, Region 2, Region 

3, Region 4, Region 5 and Region 6 with the reference of the country in the 

Product description. 

- Manually classification between single and multi source is done for all the 

products. 

- Assignment of number of mgs for each line of product. 
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- Calculation of demand Finished Goods in KGs (Total Volume 2018) for vials 

technology with info of sheet “MG per product FG”.  

 “Regulatory Const.”: summary of the regulatory constraints that allows a 

product be produced in a specific work center for a specific region or cluster. 

The regulatory constraints are taken from the PSCO Maps (the sponsor 

company’s pdfs files) and the sponsor company’s excel file about regulations 

for Region 5 and Region 6. 

 “Demand-multi”: 

- The first pivot table takes the information from the “T0 Raw” sheet and 

filters by FG material type and vials technology (scope defined with the 

company) and shows the demand of FG (Finished goods) in Kgs per cluster 

and drug substance. 

- The second table transforms these Kgs in percentage (percentage of 

demand of one FG for one cluster regarding the total demand of that 

product). 

- The calculated percentage of FG is applied to the total volume in Kgs of DS 

for each cluster and product to get the number of KGs of drug substance 

needed. That is, we have assumed the same distribution of DS per cluster 

than the one we had for FG. With this translation we obtain the input data 

“Baseline” for the Campaign Sizing Excel. 

- The total volume in Kgs of DS has been obtained with a pivot table from 

the “T0 Raw” sheet filtering by DS material type and multi-source product. 

 “Demand-fixed”: Calculation of runs and weeks needed for single-source 

products in each line. The information is taken from “T0 Raw” sheet, showed in 

a pivot table and filtering by DS material type and single-sourced and taking the 

rate runs/week of the sheet “RUN-KG”. Here we obtain the input “Fixed source 

(weeks)” of the summary view of the Campaign Sizing Excel, both in weeks and 

in number of runs. 

 “MG per product FG”: Translation of the volume to KGs, knowing the number 

of units and the number of milligrams per unit for each drug product. 
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 “Capacity”: maintenance and changeovers data, summary of capacities of each 

work center in runs and weeks coming from the sponsor company’s excel file of 

capacities in the DS and DP work centers.  

 “RUN-KG”: summary of information of Kgs/run and runs/week for each product 

and work center and also changeover duration for each work center. This data 

comes from the sponsor company’s excel file about changeovers and 

shutdowns per lines. 

 “DS Jan Plan - Dec stock”: information in the sponsor company’s excel file 

about inventory in the sheet “DS Jan Plan – Dec stock” which shows different 

stock levels of December of the previous year. 

 “Stock Position”: calculates the beginning inventory per drug in KGs according 

with the information in the previous sheet “DS Jan Plan – Dec stock”. With this 

information, the Total Stock – Safety is calculated by deducting “Inventory Qty” 

– “Safety Stock”. A pivot table shows the following information (Kgs) per drug: 

 Inventory Qty. 

 Safety Stock. 

 Total Stock – Safety. 

 

4. DAILY BASELINE PRODUCTION EXCEL 

The Production excel is necessary for the Scheduling and Inventory Report excel of 

chapter 6. In this excel, called “Daily Baseline Production”, the DS demand is calculated 

from the DP production and expressed per day. The DS production is also calculated 

per day. Both will be used as an input of the Scheduling and Inventory Report excel. 

In this file there are several sheets: the first one takes the data from the sponsor 

company’s file of DS and DP production of 2018, the second one calculates the DP 

production from the first sheet, the rest of the sheets contain the production of each 

drug substance. 

1. The “Order detail” sheet: takes the information from the sheet “Order Detail” of 

the sponsor company’s excel file of DS and DP production of 2018. In this sheet, 2 

columns more have been added to transform the volume in Kgs. 
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2. The “DP Production” sheet has a pivot table of the sheet “Order detail” filtering by 

DP production, the scoped technology and the correspondent year (2018 in this 

case). This DP production is going to be the DS demand considering lead time = 0. 

The pivot table indicates the starting dates of DP production (that is going to be the 

DS demand) with the correspondent quantity of KGs, showed always per each 

drug, both multi and single-source. It is important to understand that the DP 

production (and, therefore, the DS demand used) is the same for the current plan 

of the sponsor company than for the optimization of the thesis. 

3. The “RUN-KG” sheet has the summary of information of Kgs/run and runs/week 

for each product and work center also changeover duration for each work center. 

This data comes from the sponsor company’s excel file about changeovers and 

shutdowns per line. 

4. DS productions, one sheet for each drug substance: All the sheets follow the same 

dynamic. In order to explain deeper, drug substance of Product 1 production is 

taken as example. There are 5 main parts in the Product 1 sheet: 

 

 Inside the orange square there is a pivot table taking the information of the DS 

production from the sheet “Order detail”. As in the previous sheet, this pivot 

table indicates the starting dates of each campaign of DS production with the 

correspondent quantity of this campaign in KGs for Product 1 and per each DS 

work center (Workcenters 3, 4 and 7). 

 Inside the blue square, the columns take information from the previous pivot 

table to calculate the final date of the production of every campaign per work 
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center. For this calculation the column reads the number of KGs of the 

campaign together with the rates Kgs/run and runs/week. 

 Inside the green square, with the information of the starting and last date, the 

equations calculate the number of days producing the KGs quantity of each 

campaign. For example, if the starting date is 05/01/2018 and the last date is 

08/01/2018 and the quantity in the pivot table was 12,81 kgs, this part of the 

excel says that for producing 12,81 kgs, 4 days are needed. 

 Inside the red square, the Excel calculates the number of Kgs produced per day 

for each campaign and per work center. Following the previous example, if the 

first campaign of 12,81 kgs is produced in 4 days, 3,2 kgs are going to be 

produced every day between 05/01/2018 and 08/01/2018 in Work center 3. 

This information is presented inside the pink square of the following picture: 

 

In the column “start date” all the days of the year are presented. For example, for day 

06/01/2018 any “campaign” of production starts, what does not mean that there is no 

production during this day because we are producing the “campaign” of the previous 

example (3,2 kgs per day between 05/01/2018 and 08/01/2018). 

 Inside the black square, the Excel calculates the production per day of all the 

campaign together. According to the previous picture, during the day 

07/01/2018 6,43 kgs are going to be produced (3,20 kgs of the first “campaign” 

and 3,23 kgs of the second “campaign”). This is what can be seen inside the 

purple square of the following picture: 
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The same for all the products. With the DS demand and DS production per day, the 

Scheduling and Inventory Report excel will be able to calculate the Inventory of the 

current plan in the sponsor company (still without the optimization proposed by the 

thesis). 

5. CAMPAIGN SIZING EXCEL 

 

This excel contains one sheet divided in three main parts: the summary view, the 

changeovers calculation (and, therefore, the number of campaigns) and the calculation 

of the production per drug. The formulation contained in this excel is based on the 

mathematical model explained in the thesis “Network Capacity Planning” and included 

in the APPENDIX. 
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5.1 Summary view: 

 

- Inputs (cells in yellow): 

 Weeks/changeover: number of weeks used by a changeover in each production 

work center. 

 Maximum Capacity utilization Allowed: the maximum capacity utilization that 

wants to be used for each line in percentage. 

 Shutdown (weeks): the number of weeks taken by a shutdown in each 

production work center. 

 Fixed source (weeks): the number of weeks per work center used by the single-

source drugs that, as their name indicated, they can be produced only in one 

work center. These busy weeks are also called “baseload”. More information in 

the chapter Data Analysis excel - “Demand fixed”. 

 Capacity Available (weeks): the total weeks of available time in a year in each 

work center (52 weeks by default). 

 Minimum runs/campaign (inside the orange square): the minimum runs that all 

the campaigns of each product must have. 

 Total runs (yellow cells): the number of runs per drug-work center of the single-

source drugs is fixed. 

- Outputs – Summary Results: 
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 Production (KGs): summary of the decision variables. Total KGs of drug 

substance produced in each work center. 

 Changeover (weeks): result of multiplying the number of changeovers per work 

center by the weeks/changeover. Always a new campaign is produced, a 

changeover happens. 

 Production (weeks): the total production of drug substance per work center 

translated to weeks according with the rate of Kgs/run and runs/week. 

 Capacity utilization (weeks): sum of all the weeks of the resources used in 

changeovers, fixed sourced production, shutdowns and multi sourced 

production. 

 Capacity utilization (%): total occupancy weeks translated to percentage during 

one year. 

- Outputs – Runs: 

 Total Runs (white cells): the total number of runs of the multi-source drugs that 

are going to be produced per line. 

- Outputs – Changeover: 

 # Changeovers (inside the blue square): number of changeovers of each 

product (both, multi and single-source drugs) in each line. They are equivalent 

to the number of campaigns. For example, for Product 1 we produced 6 

campaigns in work center 7 and 1 campaign in work center 3.  

 Total changeover: total number of changeovers in each work center.  

- Output – Objective Function: 

 “Maximizing” cell (inside the green square, it is the objective cell of the 

optimization problem): indicates the average capacity utilization of all the work 

centers that is going to be maximized in the model. This cell contains the Solver 

or optimization model with the objective function and the constraints. The 

control panel of this cell is showed in the picture below. 
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Some details of all the parameters and variables introduced: 

o In the green square, the cell that is going to be optimized is chosen (in this case 

the total capacity utilization of all the work centers). 

o In the orange square, the type of optimization is chosen. In this case, 

maximization. 

o In the blue square, the cells with the decision variables are chosen. These 

decision variables are explained later with more details in part 5.3 of this guide. 

o In the red square, the constraints of the optimization problem are introduced: 

the regulatory constraints, the non-negativity constraints, produce the entire 

baseline, use equal or less the maximum capacity utilization allowed by the 

user, producing the minimum runs/campaign chosen by the user and the 

maximum and minimum number of changeovers per drug-work center. 
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5.2 Changeovers calculation: 

The section of changeovers calculation contains different equations and constraints 

introduced in the cell of the objective function in order to calculate the number of 

changeovers in a line and, therefore, the number of campaigns, according to the 

minimum number of runs per campaign introduced by the user (5 runs/campaign by 

default).  This part is presented in the excel in the following way: 

 

The first table contains the maximum number of changeovers that is calculated just 

considering total runs divided by minimum number of runs per campaign. The second 

table (binary decision variables) and the third table (formulation needed to have a big 

number or 0) are made to help excel solver to create the constraint of minimum 

changeovers (if I am producing more than 0 runs I should have at least one 

changeover, otherwise the minimum is 0). 

5.3 Production per drug calculation: 

This section of excel contains the decision variables showed per drug substance. To 

understand this part of excel, Product 1 is going to be used as example. 
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- Inputs: 

 Baseline (inside the orange square): the demand baseline of Drug 

Substance according to the budget file (the total production volume for DP, 

DS and FG). This baseline is specified by country. More information about 

how to calculate DS by countries in the chapter Data Analysis Excel -

“Demand-multi”. 

 Regulatory constraints (inside the blue square): there is a big number when 

Product 1 can be produced in a work center for a specific region (for 

example, Product 1 for Region 1 can be produced in work center 3 and 4) 

and there is a 0 when the drug cannot be produced (for example, Product 1 

for Region 1 cannot be produced in work center 7). These constrains were 

introduced in the Solver explained in the section “Summary view”. 

- Outputs: 

 Decision variables (inside the red square): number of Kgs of Product 1 for 

each country produced in each work center. As example, 38,83 kgs of 

Product 1 are going to be produced in work center 3 for Region 1. In this 

case, all the baseline of Product 1 in Region 1 is produced in work center 3 

in spite of having the work center 4 as possibility too. These decision 

variables were introduced in the Solver explained in the section “Summary 

view”. 

 Total produced (inside the purple square): total Kgs of Product 1 produced 

for each country. 
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This part contains the same information of the decision variables but translating Kgs in 

Runs. 

- Inputs: 

 Kg/Run (inside the green square): number of kgs of Product 1 that can be 

produced in one run in each work center. 

- Outputs: 

 Translation of Decision variables (inside the red square): runs of Product 1 

produced in each work center for each country. 

 The blue square is about three different outputs from the model to help the 

excel solver create the constraint of minimum of runs/campaign only for 

the drug-work center that is producing more than 0 runs. Y is a binary 

decision variable that is linked to the other two columns: g(x)=M*y that is 

the maximum number of runs and f(x)=(1-y)*Min.Runs/Campaign that is 

the minimum number of runs/campaigns.  

 

This part contains the same information of the decision variables but translating Kgs in 

weeks. 

- Inputs: 

 Runs/week (inside the green square): number of runs of Product 1 that can 

be produced during one week in each work center. 

- Outputs: 

 Translation of Decision variables (inside the red square): weeks of Product 1 

produced in each work center for each country. Summing these weeks for 

all the products in each work center, the production (weeks) in the 

summary view explained previously is calculated. 
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6. SCHEDULING AND INVENTORY REPORT EXCEL 

The excel is called “Scheduling and Inventory Report”. It contains several sheets that 

can be classified in three main parts. The first one has the decision variable, the second 

part allows checking the results and the last one contains all the calculations to get the 

final results. 

6.1 Decision variables: 

The sheet “Decision variable” contains all the decisions that the user can quickly do 

and in top of the sheet the final result of these decisions in terms of reduction in 

average inventory is showed (inside the dark blue square).  

The view of the Decision Variable sheet is showed in the figure below and explained in 

the following sessions: 

 

 

6.1.1 Order of Production 

The user can decide the order in the production of all the drugs in a work center 

writing the names in the different cells in pink as shown in the following picture. The 

drugs that cannot be produced in one work center do not appear for that specific work 

center. Let’s see the example of the Work center 1 (inside the green square).  

Right now, in Work center 1, Product 6 would be the first drug to be produced, 

followed by Product 11. In the drop-down list the six drugs that can be produced in 
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Work center 1 appear: Product 6, Product 11, Product 12, Product 3, Product 4 and 

Product 10. Warning: don’t repeat the same drug in the same work center and all 

possible drugs have to appear once. 

Optimal order of production: 

Another option developed to facilitate the use of the tool was a macro, using VBA 

language, to run different combinations of production orders and to output the best 

solution found, in terms of minimum average cycle inventory over the year. This macro 

is activated clicking in the button “Run Macro” showed in the figure above, and its 

taken 13 minutes to run. 

Considering that different drugs can be assigned for each work center, the number of 

all the possible combinations is too high: the model has in total more than 597 million 

combinations according to the formulation below.  

6! ∗  4! ∗  2! ∗  4! ∗  5! ∗  2! ∗  3! ∗  2!  =  597.196.800 

Regarding the fact that the tool utilized is the Excel, we compute the number of 

combinations the macro could run per minute and we realized that it would be 

impossible to do it in a plausible timeline. The solution found it was to run the 

optimization for each work center separately, finding the local solution. The global 

solution considered it is the one with all the local solutions selected, and the final 

combination chosen is automatically updated in the “Decision variable” Sheet. 

To better understand the logic, below is the figure with the “Macro” sheet where all 

the local combinations are described: 
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From the line 5 to 724 and column C to H we plotted all the 720 (6x5x4x3x2x1) 

combinations for work center 1. The line 725 is giving exactly the minimum value (best 

local solution) of average cycle inventory (column AD) considering all the work center 1 

combinations.   

From the line 726 to 731 and column I to K we plotted all the 6 combinations for work 

center 2 and line 732 is returning the best local solution for this work center. 

From line 733 to 734 and column L to M we plotter the 2 combinations for work center 

3 and line 735 is returning the best local solution for this work center. 

From line 736 to 759 and column N to Q we plotted the 24 combinations for work 

center 4 and line 760 is given the best local solution of this work center. 

From line 761 to 880 and column R to V we plotted the 120 combinations for work 

center 5 and line 881 is given the optimal local solution for this work center 

From line 882 to 883 and column W to X we plotted the 2 combinations for work 

center 6 and line 884 is given the optimal local solution for this work center. 

From line 885 to 890 and column Y to AA we plotted the 6 optimal local solutions for 

work center 7 and line 891 is given the optimal local solution. 

From the line 892 to 893 and column AB to AC we plotted the 2 combinations for the 

work center 8 and line 894 is given the optimal local solution for this work center. 

The global solution it is set of local solutions, and it is printed in the last line, 894, as 

showed in the yellow square in the figure below: 
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The macro is changing the values in the “Decision Variable” sheet according to the 

order written in the cells described above and printing the result in the column AD.  

As the optimal global solution in the last line to run in the macro it is the result that will 

appear in the “Decision Variable” sheet at the end of the running time, and 

consequently no more changes needed to be made, considering that all the summaries 

and graphs will be aligned with this optimal solution. 

It is important to mention that to run the model it is indispensable to start it with the 

“decision variable” sheet completed with one of the possible combinations. If there is 

an error in the first stage the macro could not bring the optimal solution.  

See below the macro code and some explanations: 
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6.1.2 Shutdown Date: 

Other fast decisions that can be made by the user is scheduling the shutdowns and 

choosing the maximum number of campaigns per work center or line. As showed in 

the following picture, the user can introduce the start date of the shutdown (inside the 

green square) and its finish date (inside the blue square) and check if that shutdown is 

feasible (inside the yellow square). It could not be feasible because if the work center 

is using almost of its capacity and the planned shutdown in the optimization was 1 

week, if a shutdown of 3 weeks is introduced, could be unfeasible. As indicated in the 

excel, the shutdown should be done in a changeover period, not in the middle of 

running a campaign. For that, the shutdown periods can be checked in the sheet 

“Production Plan” that will be explained later. 
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6.1.3 Maximum number of campaigns per line: 

Inside the red square, the maximum number of campaigns can be chosen. This 

functionality is useful because if the optimization plan to do several campaigns of the 

same product one after one, with this decision all these campaigns of that product can 

be put together to have only one shutdowns avoiding having several. To better 

understand, one example in work center 6 is showed when explaining the “Scheduling” 

sheet of chapter 6.3. 

6.2 Results: 

There are three sheets focused on the results: the “Scenario Summary”, the 

“Production Plan” and the “Graphs”.  

1. The sheet “Scenario Summary” presents the summary of the results for both the 

current plan of the company (the baseline, inside the yellow square in the picture 

below) and the optimized plan with the model built in the thesis (inside the purple 

square) in terms of total production, average inventory, beginning inventory, 

maximum inventory, minimum inventory and the feasibility of the plans for each of 

the products. 

- Plan OK: demand is met with the current production and beginning 

inventory. 

- Unfeasible: when with the current beginning inventory, the production 

during the year is not enough to meet the demand making the total 

inventory falling below 0 in some moment of the year. In these cases, to be 

able to do a comparison of the baseline scenario with the optimized 

scenario, a “theoretical” beginning inventory is calculated and used to make 

the comparison make sense. 
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- Smoothing Reserve: this means that in some points of the year, the cycle 

inventory in the system is below 0 (the beginning inventory and the 

production is not enough to cover the demand to keep the cycle inventory 

over 0). 

 

 

Moreover, the sheet also compares these both scenarios in terms of production and 

average inventory. With the average inventory comparison, the advantages of the 

optimized plan over the baseline plan can be checked. For instance, the following 

screenshot shows that with the optimized plan, the average cycle inventory for 

Product 6 decreases in 11,3% while the one for Product 2 increases in 3,4%. For both 

product in both scenarios, the plans are feasible. The total average inventory 

decreases in 11,3% with the optimized plan. The same dynamic works to analyze the 

total production, the beginning inventory and the maximum inventory. 
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Finally, the last table in this sheet shows the current data of the company (taken from 

the Data Analysis excel already explained in chapter 4) about the beginning inventory, 

the safety stock and the cycle stock, all them per product: 

 

2. The sheet “Production Plan” contains the planning of production after the 

optimization, plotted per work center. The drugs are represented with different 

colors according to the legend and the spaces in white mean non-productive 

capacity (they can mean shutdowns, changeovers or free/idle capacity not being 

used). The following picture presents one optimized plan where the shutdowns 

were placed at the beginning of the year:  
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The legend of the graphic is the following: 

 

Let’s analyze one example: Inside the blue square the production planning for work 

center 7 can be seen. During January, the shutdown is taking place, in February the DS 

Product 6 starts to be produced, followed by the DS Product 7 and a campaign of 

Product 1. These three campaigns belong to the same “Round”. The week between the 

campaigns is used to change the drug. For example, the Product 7 is alternated with 

Product 1 in order to decrease the cycle stock although increasing the number of 

changeovers. 

Below the production plan of all the drugs together per work center, there is the detail 

of the production plan of each drug (the product can be chosen clicking in its name 

inside the orange square). Inside the green square the detail of Product 1 can be seen. 
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In the detail first the actual current plan that the company has appears. In the case of 

Product 1, the company produces at the beginning of the year only in work center 3 

while produces in work center 7 in the middle of the year and in the three work 

centers at the same time at the end of the year. Below this actual plan, the optimized 

production planning of the thesis is shown. There can be observed that the work 

center 4 is not used for Product 1 while work centers 3 and 7 are used more. Between 

the different campaigns of Product 1 although the space is white, the company is 

producing other drugs what can be checked in the first summary view already 

explained. 

3. The sheet “Graphs” plots the inventory and the DS production and, following the 

same idea than the “Production Plan” sheet, contains first a summary view of the 

total inventory of all the products together and their total production. In both 

graphics the actual plan (grey lines) and the new optimized plan (blue lines) can be 

compared: 
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Below this summarized view, the details for each drug can be observed (the product 

can be chosen clicking in its name inside the orange square). The detail of Product 1 is 

inside the green square. 

 

 

6.3 Calculations: 

This section explains the calculations behind the results in order to understand better 

how the different sheets work and in case further changes want to be done, apart 

from the fast changes that can be introduced by the user in the sheet “Decision 

Variable”. 

There are 4 main parts in the calculations: the one that sums together all the drugs, 

other with a sheet for each drug, other with a sheet for each work center and the last 

one with many calculations to divide the production in different rounds. The 

information flow is the following: the first part needs the information from the second 

part, the second part needs the information from the third part and this one needs the 

information from the fourth part. Let´s analyze the four parts to understand better 

how the calculations work. 

1. The “RUN-KG” sheet has the summary of information of Kgs/run and runs/week 

for each product and work center also changeover duration for each work center. 

This data comes from the sponsor company’s excel file about changeovers and 

shutdowns per line. 
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2. The “Scheduling” sheet calculates the distribution of the runs of the different 

products in each work center. For that, it takes the total number of runs of each 

product per line and the changeovers of each line and distributes the different 

products in “rounds”. A round contains different campaigns of different products 

(one product cannot be repeated in the same run and not all the runs in the same 

line need to have the same number of products). In order to understand better the 

meaning of a round, let’s take a look to the Production Plan previously explained: 

 

For instance, the work center 7 contains 6 rounds: the first one (inside the green 

square) is the longest and contains 3 campaigns of different products, the three rounds 

inside the black squares have 2 campaigns of different products while the 5th and 6th 

rounds (inside the red squares) have only one campaign. 

Other point to highlight: work center 6, only one product is being produced but in 3 

rounds with one campaign each round. This can be optimized, putting together all the 

campaigns to avoid so many changeovers in the middle, therefore, transforming the 

three rounds in only one round bigger. For that reason, the maximum number of 

campaigns has been established as a variable in the already explained sheet “Decision 

Variable”. Changing this maximum number of campaigns to only one in the work 

center 6 the plan changes to the following (confirming that there is only 1 campaign): 

 

Once the concept of “Round” has been understood, the rest of the calculations of the 

scheduling sheet can be explained. There are 6 groups of tables as shown in the 

screenshot of the sheet than can be displayed (+) to see the details. The 8 work centers 
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are always in the rows of the tables and the 14 products in the columns of the tables 

(for each product there are 2 numbers, one is the number of runs and the other the 

number of changeovers, always 1 or 0). 

 

As seen in the bottom of the picture above, the 6 groups of tables have a status of 

“Check” to check if everything works (“OK”) or there are some errors (“error”). For 

these checks, some parameters are checked twice. For example, in the first check the 

total number of runs has to be the same as the sum of the runs of all the rounds, 

confirming that any run is missed. In the second one, the sum of missing production 

has to be 0. The third check does the same comparison than the first one but with 

number of KGs instead of number of runs. The fourth and fifth do the same but in days 

and accumulated days. Finally, the last check is to confirm that there is enough 

capacity in all the work centers. 

 Rounds RUNS: There are 15 tables. The first one reads the order of production that 

was introduced in the sheet “Decision Variable” by the user, the second table is 

necessary to support the rest of the calculations, the third table takes the total 

runs to be produced from the Campaign Sizing excel explained in chapter 3, the 

next 2 tables calculate the final total number of campaigns per product and work 

center. The rest of the tables below show the distribution of the campaigns in each 

round. Let’s analyze one example to understand it better: Maximum 5 products 

can be produced in the work center 5 as shown in the sheet “Decision Variable”. 

This also can be checked in the first table (there are products only up to number 5): 
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Therefore, in the tables of the runs only until the 5th drug there will be information of 

campaigns: 

 

Reading the picture above, the first round contains 1 campaign of the first drug 

Product 13 of 5 runs, 1 campaign of 6 runs of Product 11, 1 campaign of 14 runs of 

Product 6, 1 campaign of 10 runs of Product 7 and 1 campaign of 9 runs of Product 2. 

This information has to be aligned with the plotted in the sheet “Production Plan” 

(inside the red square). Let’s check it: 

 

The schedule of the first round (inside the red square) is correct. The 6th campaign in 

work center 5 belongs to the second run because the same product cannot be 

repeated in the same round. When checking in the following picture the second round, 

now only 1 campaign of Product 7 appears: 

 

The campaign of Product 7 has 9 runs. The number of runs of each campaign of the 

same product in different rounds uses to have the same size with the exception of not 

needing more production (Product 7 has 10 runs in the campaign of the first round but 
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only 9 in the campaign of the second round because the total needed production was 

19 runs as shown in the third table of this first group of tables, the “TOTAL”). 

As for this resource there are no more rounds, the rest of the tables of rounds contain 

0s for all the products. 

 Missing Prod: These tables help the first table to know how production is still 

missing between one round and the following. 

 Rounds KG: These tables transform the runs of the group of tables “ROUNDS 

RUNS” in KGs with the rates of KGs/run per each product and work center. 

 Rounds days: These tables transform the runs of the previous group of tables in 

days with the rates of runs/week and multiplying then by 7 days per week. 

 ACCUM.DAYS: These tables have the accumulated information of previous tables 

in accumulated days in order to know where we are in the year to plot the graphics 

for the complete year. 

 Final Scheduling: The last group of tables contains the shutdowns decisions linked 

with the “Decision Variable” sheet where the start day of the shutdowns could be 

chosen. 

 

3. Each work center has one sheet with the KGs/day produced for each drug 

according to the optimized plan. The information is taken from the sheet 

“Scheduling”. To better understand, the work center 1 is used as example. This 

sheet has 3 differentiated parts: 
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 Inside the green square we have the KGs per product assigned to each round. 

The products are located in the different columns of the sheet according to the 

order of the 6 drugs chosen in the “Decision Variable” for work center 1 (inside 

the red square in the picture below). Then, for the first round, 65,6 Kgs of 

Product 6 need to be produced, later 67,8 Kgs of the second drug (Product 14) 

has to be produced and so on. 

 Inside the orange square we have the days where each round is produced. For 

example, the first one goes from day 31 (number at the right of the round 1) to 

day 141 (number at the right of round 2). Before day 31 we would have the 

shutdown and the changeover. In the same line of each round the days are 

specified for each product. For example, for round 1 and Product 6 (the first 

drug to be produced), the 65,6 Kgs need to be produced from day 31 to day 43. 

 Inside the blue square we have the KGs per day and per drug calculated from 

the previous 2 tables. Following the same example than before, the 65,6 Kgs of 

Product 6 that need to be produced from day 32 (day just after 32) to day 43 is 

plotted in this part of the excel as (some days of the year where hidden to 

make the screenshot more readable): 

 

The KGs per day are the 65,6 Kgs divided by 12 days (65,6/12=5,46). The same 

for all the drugs produced in this workcenter and distributed in all the rounds 

according to the scheduling. The KGs are calculated per day so there are 365 

days because the planning if for a complete year. 
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4. Each drug has one sheet with the same information than the “TOTAL” sheet 

(calculating scenarios, the actual and the optimized) but only for that specific drug. 

Moreover, the production is calculated per work center. The plotted graphs in 

these sheets are the ones that are showed also in the sheet “Graphs” already 

explained. The Product 1 example (the name is used as reference for all the 

calculations in orange cells B1 and B2) is going to be analyzed: 

 

 Inside the red square the DS demand in KGs/day is the same for both scenarios 

and is read from the Daily Baseline Production excel explained in the chapter 5 

of this user guide. 

 Inside the yellow square the optimized plan is presented. The first columns 

calculate the optimize production for each work center in KGs/day, taking the 

information from the sheets about the work centers (explained in the following 

sub-chapter, the previously mentioned as “forth part”). The column “New” 

contains the total production of Product 1 in KGs/day, therefore, is the sum of 

all the work centers of the previous columns. The next column calculated the 

inventory with the formula: Inventory of day X = Inventory of day (X-1) + 

Production of day X – Demand of day X (the one inside the red square). The 

beginning inventory of day “0” is taken from the Data Analysis excel calculated 

in chapter 3. The average inventory column calculated the average inventory of 

the year. 

 Inside the purple square, the calculus are the same but with the information of 

the actual plan of the sponsor company, for that reason the difference is that 

the information is taken from the Daily Baseline Production excel of chapter 5. 
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At the right of the sheet, a summary of the information of Product 1 appears in the 

top, with graphics of the inventory and production during the year below that 

summary. The summary is showed in the following picture: 

 

It contains the total production and different measures of the inventory for the actual 

plan (the grey one) and the optimized plan (the blue one) together with their 

difference in percentage. For example, with the optimized plan the average inventory 

has been reduced a 24% in spite of being producing 1% more of the drug. This 

information is the same than the information showed in the graphics but with the 

KGs/day during the complete year: 
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5. The sheet “TOTAL” contains in columns and graphics for the actual scenario (inside 

the purple square of the following picture) and the optimized scenario (inside the 

yellow square) the total demand of DS, the total production of DS and the total 

inventory of DS derived from the demand and production, all information in KGs 

per day during all the year. 

 

The demand (DP Production) is the same for both scenarios while the production 

changes due to the different configuration of the campaigns with the optimized 

method. The inventory per day is calculated by: Inventory of day X = Inventory of day 

(X-1) + Production of day X – Demand of day X. 

 

 

 


